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Many doing what they can in disaster
OIL From Page 1F

to do. I met a lot of them last
week.
taste amazing, the wreckfish
Like the woman who
off the Charleston Bump are
maintains the fish tanks at a
sweet, and the way of life that wildlife center. She had been
surrounds humans’ attraction sick for days, but she dragged
to, and nourishment from, the herself in to talk to a group of
sea is something we celebrate. people about the great diverI know a lot of people who
sity of the bay so that her boss
are frustrated by the wringing could stay on the phone with
of our collective hands and
people who needed his experthe indecision surrounding
tise about the area.
how to tackle something this
Like the volunteering boat
big. But there are many, many captains who know the windpeople who are acting, mobi- ing waterways better than
lizing and talking about what anyone and who don’t like be-

ing onshore on most days but
especially when they know
they might help.
And like the artist who
spends most of the time in her
basement studio surrounded
by palms that brush the louver windows, but where, on
a Friday afternoon, she was
using her organizational skills
to mobilize contacts for a
meeting of neighbors.
Of course, in the air was the
thought that there was not
enough being done, or that
what was being done was not

being done fast enough. But
these people were not pointing fingers.
They were doing what they
can. And we need to support
them however we can.
They are our brothers and
sisters.
They are us.

lines can be avoided by choosing seamless lingerie.
◗ Avoid white that’s too tight.
Choose a style of white pants
or a dress that flatters your
body type. White clothing
that is too tight will show
lumps and bumps no matter
what you have on underneath.

just a brisk walk, to help your
circulation
◗ Strive to keep within the
recommended weight range
for your stage of pregnancy.
(Learn what it is at www.
babycenter.com/0_
pregnancy-weight-gainwhat-to-expect_1466.bc)
◗ Elevate your feet and legs
whenever possible.
◗ Sleep on your left side with
your feet on a pillow. Lying
on your left side releases the
weight of the uterus, thus decreasing pressure on the veins
in your legs and feet
◗ Wear special support hose
to make it easier for blood
to flow back up toward your
heart, prevent swelling and
may keep your varicose veins
from getting worse.

Stephanie Burt is a freelance writer who frequently
contributes to Charleston
Scene. She lives on James
Island with her husband and
their two dogs.

QUICK TIPS

Relationships

Q: When you get to the point
where you feel like the spark
is gone, what can you do as a
couple — both the husband
and the wife — to help get it
back?
A: This is the most common
question that couples have
over time. The passion and
excitement in a relationship
need newness, mystery and
arousal. I would encourage
you to do activities that are
new together (new class, new
restaurant, new anything
together), mystery (surprise
each other with notes, etc.) or
arousal (exercise together —
the arousal that is produced
by the exercise can get transferred to your relationship).
– Terri L. Orbuch, marriage therapist
and author of “5 Simple Steps to Take
Your Marriage From Good to Great”

Beauty + style

Tradition dictates that one
is only allowed to wear white
between Memorial Day and
Labor Day.
But who really follows that
rule?
Whether you wait to wear
white after Memorial Day or
you break it out early, there
are still good rules to dress by.
I was sent these sensible
rules from MySkins, which
makes nude, seamless undies:
◗ Do not wear white lingerie
under white clothing — this
is the most common mistake
made by women. A white
bra or panty will show right
through white or light colored clothing. Choose a nude
bra and panty that is closely
matched to your skin tone to
create a colorless foundation
underneath your clothing.
◗ Avoid VPL. Visible panty

– Candice Shih,
The Orange County Register

Body + soul

Since May is Pregnancy
Awareness Month, here are
some tips on avoiding varicose veins during pregnancy.
Various health problems can
develop from varicose veins
including irritation, swelling,
painful rashes, skin ulcers,
blood clots and severe infection.
◗ Exercise daily, even if its

– Dr. Luis Navarro, phlebologist
and director of The Vein
Treatment Center

Salary, benefits prime topics
D

EAR ABBY: My coworkers and I would like
your opinion on the following
question: Is it appropriate to
ask about the salary during a
job interview?
Half of us say, “Yes. When
better to ask what the pay
will be?” Others say, “No, it’s
in poor taste.” What do you
think? — ALL BETS ARE IN
DEAR ALL: Of course,
the subject of salary should
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walk away. Not a day goes by
that I don’t regret having had
the surgery, but there is nothing I can do about that now.
When do I tell the guy
about my scars? I don’t want
this to get in the way of sharDEAR ABBY
ing my life with someone.
— SCARRED IN ARIZONA
be discussed during a job
DEAR SCARRED: Many
interview. Usually, when an
women have had breast
interview is nearing its end,
reductions. The surgery is
the interviewer will ask, “Do neither shocking nor paryou have any questions?” If
ticularly unusual.
the topics of salary and benThe time to discuss it is
efits haven’t come up before
when you have gotten to
then, it’s perfectly acceptable know someone well enough
to inquire about them.
that you can talk frankly
DEAR ABBY: My husband
with him and explain that
of more than 20 years decided you feel self-conscious. No
that the grass was greener on gentleman who cares about
the other side, and now I find you will ever walk away. Any
myself on the dating scene
man who does, you are wellagain. I had breast reduction
rid-of before investing your
surgery, thinking I would be
heart in him.
with my husband for the rest
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
of my life. Now I don’t know
“Rick,” and I have been marhow to bring up the subject
ried 20 years. He’s a veteran
if I find a man with whom I
who is disabled. We live in
want to be intimate.
a secluded area. The nearest
I know a man should love
town is 60 miles away, and I
me for who I am on the inside, can’t be gone long because of
but I can’t help but feel that
Rick’s needs.
the scars I carry on the outAbby, I’m lonely. My family
side will make him turn and
lives in another state. Rick
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said years ago that we would
move to where my family is.
But now he refuses because he
doesn’t want to leave his comfort zone.
Some days I am more down
than others. Our home is on
the market, but we won’t be
going far, just a bit closer to
the town where Rick’s family
is. When I bring up the subject of missing my relatives,
Rick gets angry, so I don’t say
anything anymore. I long for
my family and for many other
things as well. — NOWHERE
IN MONTANA
DEAR NOWHERE: Because your husband refuses
to move to where your family
is, keep your fingers crossed
that it won’t be too long
before you find a buyer for
your current home. Do move
closer to his family. At least
then you won’t be so isolated.
And once you’re closer to his
family, THEY can look out
for him while you schedule
some visits to your family.
If you go a couple of times a
year, it could make a big difference in your outlook.
Write www.DearAbby.com.

